Year 6 - Units of study for the first half of the Summer
Term 2018
Welcome back to the summer term at Queen’s Drive. This will, as
ever, be another busy term as there’s plenty going on both in and out
of lessons. Please find below the details of the planned curriculum to
take us up to the half term break; predominantly focused on SATs
preparation. Just as a reminder, the tests start on Monday 14th May.
A full timetable of when the tests take place will be sent home
separately, we will remind the children in the week before they
commence.
English Reading and Writing
We will be focusing on the reading and writing elements of the different text genres and the children
will be recapping the features of the 6 main non-fiction text types (persuasion, recount, report,
explanation, balanced arguments and instructions) as well as narrative genres and poetry. Children will
need to be able to identify the features of the different genres and comment on a writer’s
presentational and language choices. You can help your child by asking them about the meanings of
particular words and phrases and explaining how to make a sensible guess about word meanings based
on the text around that word. We will revise strategies that will help the children achieve their full
potential in the reading test. A key focus will be using evidence from the text to support our ideas –
you can help your child by asking them a question and then challenging them to prove it by quoting a
sentence or phrase. In English, we will be studying a novel as a theme and this term we will be reading
the fantastic book “The Nowhere Emporium” and writing an additional chapter.
Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling
In preparation for this assessment we will be revising the core spelling rules with a particular focus on
the children being able to apply prefixes and suffixes. We will revise the full range of punctuation and
how it is used, giving the children the opportunity to apply this in their own written work. Revision for
grammar will focus on the children having a secure understanding of the different word classes, tenses
and clauses. You can help your child by taking sentences from their reading and asking them to
identify verbs, adverbs, pronouns, articles, adjectives etc.
Maths
As with English, the main focus for this half-term will be revision and preparation for the SATs. We
will be recapping all the main objectives from right across the KS2 curriculum and doing plenty of SAT
style practice questions so that each pupil achieves as well as they deserve after 4 years of hard work
in the Juniors. Please take the time to work through any homework with your child and encourage
them to speak to us if there are any areas they are finding particularly tricky. Also, please take every
opportunity to revise times tables (including related division facts) and simple addition/subtraction
questions. This can be done in the car, when washing up or at any time you have a spare few minutes.
Our arithmetic test includes multiplication and division and the addition and subtraction of fractions;
you can help your child by setting them some long multiplication and division questions and checking
they understand the method.
Science
The main topic for Science this half term will be Light. Pupils will learn about how light travels, how
the eye sees, what are natural sources of light and develop their understanding of shadows. They will
plan and conduct experiments, developing further their understanding of fair testing. They will be
expected to collect results, organise and interpret their findings and draw conclusions from their
experiments.

After SATs, the focus will turn to revising all the key concepts the children will have been taught
during their time in KS2. Particular attention will be given to: plant life cycles and forces. This is in
preparation for a school assessment in June.
Theme
Our theme for this half term is ‘Crime and Punishment’
In History we will examine the changes in the types of crimes committed and the punishments given,
throughout British history. The children will develop their understanding of the chronology of the
British people as they research key groups and their practices. We will research some famous British
heroes and villains and find out more about their lifestyles and what led them to behave in the ways
they did. A year group visit is planned (after half term) to the Blackpool Dungeons to add to our
theme work. We will find out about local history, looking to the Pendle Witches, smugglers and
highwaymen. You can help your child by borrowing books from the library or researching some
information about crime and punishment from 1066 onwards.
In Art, children will work in small groups to produce collages on the theme of crime and punishment.
They will be asked to consider subject and tone, conveying a chosen mood.
Music
After composing pieces of music to accompany our work on “The Nowhere Emporium”, our attention will
turn to the end of year production and all of the music that accompanies this exciting event! You can
help your child to learn the words to their production numbers 
Computing
Our pupils will have the opportunity to produce an animation in their computing lessons this term.
Additionally, green screen technology will be used to present aspects of theme work.
R.E
The focus for R.E. this term is Islam, looking at life as a journey. This unit enables pupils to examine
the authority of Allah and the focus is on Allah, Iman, Ibadah and Akhlaq. Opportunities are provided
for pupils to examine Islamic guidance and behaviour and to make links with relationships and decision
making.
P.E.
Pupils will be developing their tactics and skills in cricket, rounders and athletics. There will be a focus
on throwing and catching and fielding skills. The aim of this is to ensure that children can work
confidently in a team, develop a good understanding of the chosen activities and demonstrate good
spatial awareness. You can help your child by encouraging them to play throwing and catching games.
Additional Information.
This is the beginning of your child’s last term here at Queen’s Drive and we hope it is filled with
success and enjoyment. The main focus for this half-term is ensuring the children are prepared for
their SATs and that they achieve their full potential after all their hard work throughout the years
they have spent at Queen’s Drive. Beyond the SATs we will be looking forward to the school
production and ensuring that all the children are prepared for the move up to their respective high
schools. We look forward to writing next term’s curriculum letter as it will outline lots of exciting
activities across the curriculum as we celebrate life beyond SATs!
As ever, if you have any questions or concerns that you would like to raise with us, do not hesitate to
get in touch through the usual channels. We are looking forward to a great half-term and would like to
thank you for your continued support.
Best Wishes,
Miss Beresford and Mrs. Docherty

